UPDATE: BRICK AFRICA – May 2017
Brick Africa is a Ugandan NGO with the following expressed purposes:
To reach out to vulnerable communities across Uganda with a new hope. Community development may include:






Building schools for the young generation to learn and prosper
Offer community education on necessary topics, such as health, agriculture, etc.
Establish community health facilities to meet medical needs in communities and support the campaign
against HIV/Aids and other health hazards
Engage in other construction which may aid the community, such as boreholes
Establish a vulnerable children and orphans’ program to offer education scholarships, aid in the placement
of orphans foster families within their communities, and meet their needs in other ways seen
Brick Africa Directors (2017): Kyung Kim, Lianna Scholz, Alukudo Leah,
Tebba James

In 2016, Brick Africa partnered with its American counterpart, Building
Schools in Africa, to build the Telik Junior School in the community of
Kibwtu, Luuka District, in eastern Uganda.
Building Schools in Africa (BSA) was founded as a non-profit
organization in the USA in 2016 by its directors, Kyung Kim and Lianna
Scholz. For more information, see buildingschoolsinafrica.com or visit
its Facebook page.

TELIK JUNIOR SCHOOL
Construction of the Telik Junior School began in September 2016 with clearing of land donated to the school by
Tebba James and Alukudo Leah. In October, a latrine was constructed. A seven-classroom building with an office
began to be built in November 2016. A temporary kitchen was also built. Major construction was completed in
January 2017 and the Telik Junior School opened in February for the 2017 school year. Final touches of the building
were finished in May 2017 during the school break following the first term. As well, a playground was added,
landscaping work was done, and a fence was installed around the boundary.
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The Telik Junior School offers Kindergarten 1-3 and Primary 1-4 classes. They had a final enrollment of first term of
36 kindergarten pupils and 30 primary pupils. Enrollment is expected to increase in second term as school licensing
is expected to soon be finalized. A certified head teacher has arrived for second term to head the school and the
seven-teacher staff.
Accomplishments of Telik Junior School:
At the beginning of the year, pupils came from below-standard schools. They had not had certified teachers and
most had not yet learned to speak English, the language in which national exams are to be written in. By the end of
first term, pupils have a good base of the English language. They are excited to learn! Despite many being
undisciplined at the beginning of the year, they are now becoming very disciplined, even to the point where parents
are commenting on the positive change. As only one (Muslim only) school is now remaining in the surrounding areas
due to government pressure, it has been a blessing for Telik to be a presence. In fact, it has been mentioned as a
model school in the area and receiving visitors as such.
Qualified teachers are excelling at Telik Junior School and becoming a positive presence in the community. Our first
teacher development session was held prior to the opening of second term. A parent-teacher association was
established and a chairman elected. The PTA has met once. A school tour was offered to parents/community.
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Challenges of the Telik Junior School:
The district education system has received a lot of national attention and pressure in 2017 due to its poor
performance. The district has passed along these high standards to our fledging school, which include many physical
standards, such as concrete walkways, paint, grass, playgrounds, fencing, running water, and adding classrooms
through P7. The school had a short timeline in which to complete some of these standards, but is slowly meeting
them.
A short timeline to finish construction made for an uncertainty of our opening date, and thus decreased expected
enrollment in first term. However, enrollment is expected to increase. The school is set up to pay its operating
expenses through school fees, thus school fees are set based on the operating budget. Despite these fees being as
low as possible, many families still struggle to pay fees. A need-based scholarship program began for second term,
and families in need of assistance with school fees are being identified. More information will be available regarding
scholarships soon.
Drought brought high food prices during our first term of school, which made it difficult both for parents to pay
school fees and for the school to buy food with those fees. We are optimistic for second term as rains have come.
However, we are also trying to make ourselves more self-sustaining by growing food. Maize was planted and will be
ready to harvest in second term. Cassava has been planted for future use.
A tragedy in which a pupil fled from a snake in her classroom at the end of the school day led to her being involved
in a critical accident in which she sustained injuries that she later passed away from. Procedures are being put in
place to help prevent such accidents, as well as fencing.

Textbooks were provided to teachers at the beginning of the year. However, other resources were minimal.
Donations received through BSA brought reading books and sports and recreation equipment to the school for
second term. Additionally, a team of visitors brought puzzles, games and toys for the pupils.

WATER BOREHOLE:
Brick Africa is planning to dig and install a borehole with a hand water pump on the school land which will be for
school and community access. This project has been estimated at $8000. A survey will completed at the next dry
season in July 2017. Our target to begin digging the well is to follow this survey. Thus, we have moved into the
fundraising stage for this project.

LAND:
The Telik Junior School currently sits on one acre of land. We plan to expand in the future to have another building
to accommodate Primary 5-7 grades as well. Before we can expand, we need to purchase another acre of land. This
purchase will also allow the school more room for recreation. We further hope to add a third acre of land in the
future for more agricultural production. The land quotes are $2000 per acre.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH:
The community is being surveyed for its need and interest in community education topics. Once a topic is
determined, a clinic will be planned.
The school has allowed a new church congregation, True Gospel Church, to start meeting in the school on Sunday
mornings and Wednesday nights.

WANT TO PARTNER WITH US?
We graciously thank all of our generous donors who helped us to accomplish the construction and opening of Telik
Junior School!
If you would like to partner with us on our upcoming projects, please contact us for more information.
Lianna Scholz – lianna.scholz@gmail.com; (+256) 0782 695 231
Kyung Kim – kyung_r_kim@yahoo.com; (+1) 303 501 5109
Tebba James – (+256) 0781 010 625
buildingschoolsinafrica.com

